PHOTOGRAPHY

God’s Fondness
A reflection and a conversation:
the photographer Tim Flach as introduced by the writer Lewis Blackwell

There is only one animal on these pages.

that prevents us getting anywhere close to its existence…
an existence that we have variously distorted and now
struggle to protect.

You.
One of the problems with living is that we can’t really see
any other living being.
We only see the other when filtered through our own
life, with all the distortions and deceptions that can bring.
With other humans, we empathise to varying degrees,
thinking that other people think like we do and –
through various forms of relationship – we get feedback
on those assumptions. When we are right, we get
positive reinforcement, when we are wrong, we might
get something negative back but at least useful, guiding.
It is information that shapes our personalities and our
communities.
With non-human animals, though… well, we struggle to
make sense at all. And we struggle not to lie to ourselves.
As scientists, we make headway in our data and our theories.
But as fellow beings the emotional and psychological
gap remains largely uncrossed and perhaps unbridgeable.
We just make mistake after mistake. We imagine they
are like us when it suits us, imposing anthropomorphic
interpretations onto their behaviour, reading our motives
into their lives.
Many times, it suits us to see them as anything but like
us. This particularly applies when we might want to eat
animals. They have to cease to be fully living entities with
any rights approaching our existence if we want them to
look appetising on the plate.
We even get our animal rights actions wrong at time.
We save the species that look cute and struggle to find
enthusiasm to help the bugs and the small beasties
that might be vital links in the chain of existence. We
find cuteness in lazy carnivorous predators such as the
domestic cat, while we despise many a hard-working
vegan (so many of those bugs). And look at me there,
anthropomorphising their behaviour again.
All this is by way of introducing the visual inquiry into
our anthropocentrism that is the work of Tim Flach.
His photographs over recent years have been quietly
gathering pace in the art market, along with picking up
various awards, while his books have been seen around the
globe. I collaborated with him on the latest volume, More
Than Human, where through image and text we aimed
to touch on some of the key areas of inquiry. A selection
of pictures accompanies this article and hints at the issues
ranged across.
For 125 I returned to the studio and we recalled some of
the key issues as the photographer prepared for his next
project (likely to be a museum-based installation).
Surrounding many of these images, like a filter or a screen,
is a sense of exploring the concept of Umwelt – the
unique way of reading the physical environment that each
species inevitably has.When we look at a chimpanzee shot
by Flach, we are aware that it is both other and yet closely
connected; when we look at an axolotl, we are aware
that is highly other and yet we know we are also kidding
ourselves as we misread its baby-face. And when we see
a dog that has been given an extreme makeover, with a
hairdo that makes it into a cartoon skeleton in order to
compete in a grooming show, we may reflect that we have
our Umwelt, the dog has its, and perhaps the dog owner
is in another realm, poised somewhere between us both.
And when we stare at the panda that stares back at us from
the pages in perhaps one of the most popular ‘portraits’,
we should be alert to all the cultural weight of the species

Flach’s inquiry is at once highly intellectual, subtly
political, and at the same time charmingly visual. There
are multiple agendas being explored that confront us with
our behaviour in and around other living things.
Each image tells a story with great intent – the eyes move
in and up and around and back through to the details
(unlike many photographic artists, Flach has done all the
post-production retouching). A featherless chicken is at
first seeming to dance, and at the same time is intended to
shock with its nakedness, and finally we might read some
kind of pathos into its isolation. And only then might we
read the text and discover that it is a genetic mutation
that could be in our interest. It is energy saving in hot
countries (less air-conditioning in poultry sheds) and so
more comfortable for the chicken. All good, if we can bear
to face the implications of our appetites.
Less provocative and more mysterious are the complex
sandwiches of exposures that capture the chrysalis in
which a caterpillar is becoming a moth. Like jewels
displayed by Flach’s art, the ability to see that depth of
field on such a small object, and with such luminance,
makes this image a kind of super-reality.
A white field of grappling flower beetles is similarly
beyond what we expect of the real. Except this is very real.
As Flach reminds me, quoting the naturalist JBS Haldane,
if there is a God he must have had ‘an inordinate fondness
for beetles’ as it is estimated 25 per cent of all species are
kinds of beetle.
Flach: ‘We shape animals, and we shape their meaning.
Whether genetically, as with the featherless chicken of my
photograph, or with the symbolism that gives a special
significance to a dove but dismisses a London pigeon as a
flying rat.
‘We live in these perceptual spaces, bubbles – the Umwelt –
and while we might think we understand Jambo the chimp,
we can’t… and we are even further away from understanding
with a beetle. ‘
Flach is sensitive to and concerned at how our distortions
affect our ability to deal with conservation matters.
‘The case for small brown creatures, vital as they might be,
always has to be put by their relationship to the survival of
the large ambassador species. We care about the survival of
the panda and the tiger, which may be rather less important
ecologically but nevertheless that is what we connect with.’
In More Than Human, a series of portraits of large crossbred tigers and lions – and ligers, a mix of the two –
provides the most troubling encounter for me. It gave
some kind of awakening, a realisation that we have grown
up next door to Frankenstein’s castle.
Flach’s current project may well involve working with
scientists of a most non-Frankenstein kind, to look
closer at algae – about as modest a life-form as could be
approached.
‘It is ironic that we perhaps look through algae, on our eyes,
as well as having seaweeds that are metres long… it is a huge
range. I am just beginning that journey.’

Chimpanzee
Jambo, a resident at Twycross Zoo,
suffers from total alopecia and has
lost nearly all his hair. This doesn't
seem to affect his relations with
other chimpanzees.

It would seem Flach is heading closer to the source of life,
a journey that will ask questions rather more than provide
easy answers, but will probably do so with seductive and
beguiling beauty.
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Rescue dog
Originally adopted from a shelter,
Sophia is here prepared by owner
Sami Stanley for participation in
the Grooming Expo, Hershey,
Pennsylvania.
Tim
Burton's
movie The Corpse Bride was an
inspiration.
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Sphynx cat

Domestic chicken

This hairless breed of cat, the result
of a natural mutation, is known as
being unusually affectionate for cats,
thriving on human attention and
contact.

A new breed of featherless chicken
was produced at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem. They have
the advantage for farmers in hot
countries of being more tolerant
of conditions and needing less airconditioning.
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Cream-spotted tigerwing
butterfly pupa

Afghan hound
The breed is an ancient one from
the Middle East, originally a hunting
dog with exceptional vision and
speed. Chico is a top pedigree
example with a grooming regime
to match.

The golden metallic sheen comes
from structural pigments that refract
light – similar to how exhaust
fumes mixed with water on the
road glitter.
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Flower beetles
25 per cent of all animal species are
beetles. The various species here
feed on pollen, leaves or flowers,
hence the collective name.
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